March 2021 Patrols
As we moved in to March we saw the start of a relaxation in the social distancing guidelines which
changed how we could meet with other people and children could return to schools in the town. We
continued to provide a visible presence and we were able to focus on some specific types of crime
recorded in the area including vehicle theft, disruption of drug related activity and other vehicle
crime. This also allowed us to be out on foot patrol to provide reassurance on the estates, parks and
River Walk.
3rd March
The evening patrol started off with Acting Sergeant Mabey crewing with a Braintree Special
constable and I was with another Special Constable who is progressing towards joining the Witham
CSC team. Recent posts on local social media groups had reported an increase in young people
gathering on the Humber Road estate with criminal damage, drug use and not following social
distancing guidelines on the list of neighbourhood concerns. On arriving in Witham, we first toured
the Flora Road estates and on Honeysuckle Way we had to speak with a group of 8 teenagers who
appeared to have met up for a social gathering. After issuing them with strong words of advice in
relation to the current COVID restrictions we waited until they had dispersed back towards their
homes. We then carried out mobile patrols on the Humber Road estate where there were no groups
spotted, however, a person on a motorbike rode off suspiciously on seeing our vehicle. Sergeant
Mabey followed in an unmarked vehicle before the rider threw the motorbike to the ground and ran
off in to the darkness. Although we supported with an area search the rider had managed to
disappear. Following a check on the details of the motorbike, it was found to have no insurance and
therefore seized under Section 165 of the Road Traffic Act. Subsequent social media reports have
identified the motorbike as causing a regular noise issue and hopefully this will bring some peace
back to the area. Unfortunately, our patrols in Witham could not continue following a critical
incident in Braintree.

6th March
Before we started our shift in Witham, I had picked up that there had just been a report of a stolen
Transit Van in Witham. After a little more research, a similar van was reported in the Blunts Hall
Road area the previous evening, so we began out patrols in this area. After checking the immediate
area, we headed out towards Terling and through to Hatfield Peverel and back in to Witham to
include the industrial areas. We then attended a missing person enquiry near to Gershwin Boulevard
& conducted a patrol on Allectus Way before heading in to the Town Centre for foot patrols. We
covered the Newlands Precinct, The Grove Centre, Witham Town Park, River Walk and the Duck
Pond before returning up Guithavon Street to our vehicle to continue our search. Due to recent
activity of teenagers on the Humber Road estate we headed over to the area and after driving in to
each of the side roads we came across a white van that I had not seen parked there previously. On
closer inspection, my colleague pointed out something unusual about the van and after some checks
on my mobile device we confirmed that this was the stolen transit van. Due to the location at the
end of a parking area between houses this was a tricky recovery, but it was eventually recovered for
forensic examination to try and determine who may have been involved with the theft.

Unfortunately, that was not quite the end to our shift, and we were joined by multiple units from
Braintree including Witham CSC officer Mabey & Town Team Officer PC Wilshire following reports of
criminal damage to a vehicle in the area of Humber Road. On arrival all the suspects fled the scene
and after area searches 2 of these individuals were located and arrested. Further enquiries are
ongoing, but evidence has been gathered for the criminal damage.

8th March
Special Inspector Campbell headed out for a morning patrol starting off in the Flora Road area with
visibility on Honeysuckle Way, Bramble Road and Rosebay Avenue before heading towards Powers
Hall Academy & Acorn Academy. While at the schools he had engagement with pupils and parents
and discussed parking restrictions. Following this he continued his patrol down Spa Road towards
Maltings Academy before heading through the Town Centre, down Maldon Road, Maltings Lane and
on to the Gershwin estate where he also attended the Chipping Hill Primary School. From here he
moved down to Howbridge and Laurence Avenue before he conducted foot patrol along the River
Walk, Maldon Road and back in to the Town Centre. To complete these visible patrols, he then
headed over to Cypress Road and Forest Road with no incidents reported.

12th March
Two Witham CSC officers, Special Constable Keyse & Acting Sergeant Mabey were out on visibility
patrols in Witham when they were called to suspicious activity on the Humber Road estate, on
arrival SC Keyse spotted two people who quickly fled the scene. Additonal units arrived to carry out
area searches which provided a significant presence on the estate and the surrounding area.
Unfortunately in the darkness they were unable to locate the suspects, CCTV enquiries are ongoing
with some residents providing doorbell footage which has proven useful in recent incidents across
Witham. Following this the officers attended a domestic related concern on Bramble Road and then
carried out further reassurance patrols around the Hatfield Road estate and the Town Centre.

13th March
We were out on mobile and foot patrol following recent incidents in Witham. Over the few days
prior there had been 2 attempted burglaries and an arson incident that were believed to be linked
and possibly drug related. Due to the impact on the community surrounding the location of the
incidents, the Communtiy Policing Team Inspector had put together a plan to provide increased
reassurance patrols. This saw additional patrols by Regular Officers throughout the days and nights
and we were able to support this with our role in Witham. During our patrol we spent time on the
Humber Road estate, combining foot patrols and vehicle patrols before alternating wih the Hatfield
Road estate. During the shift we were temporarily called out of area to assist with another Police
emergency but returned to Witham within the hour. In the afternoon we carried out foot patrol on
Allectus way speaking to a number of residents, assisting Braintree CID with enquiries and dispersing
a group who had been seen close to one of the incident locations. A Police information report has
been submitted in connection with their presence.

15th March
I started my patrol in Witham on the Hatfield Road estate and immediately disrupted drug related
activity. Although the people involved initially fled from my marked police vehicle, we were able to
apprehend one of the suspects with additional support from PC Davies & PC Thorndyke of the
Witham Town Team who were in the area. A small amount of cannabis was recovered, and the
owner was dealt with on scene. During this incident we received some additional information to
help us tackle this behaviour and three police information reports have been submitted. These
reports help us to build a profile of activity in a local area and allows us to plan operations to tackle
this anti-social and illegal issue. Please continue to report any suspicious activity to Essex Police by
calling 101 or using the new online reporting service, where there is now a Live Chat function to
assist you. Following this action, I continued my patrols and headed in to town where I carried out
foot patrol along the River Walk from Bridge Street to Pattison Close and then up through the
Witham Town Park. After returning to my vehicle I then carried out patrols around Haygreen Road &
Cypress Road, where I checked on previous hot spots before moving a vehicle on from Laburnum
Way car park.

March 16th
I commenced my patrol with a longer foot patrol on the River Walk, starting at Helen Court, I
patrolled along Pattison Close, Bridge Street, Guithavon Road, the Duck Pond, Armond Road up to
Moat Chase before returning along the same route. On arriving back at Helen Court, I then carried
on up to the Witham Town Park. This patrol was to provide reassurance due to several recent
incidents where a person had been reported committing sexual offences along the River Walk.
During the patrol I engaged with people out exercising and walking their pets. Following this I
returned to my vehicle and carried out mobile patrols on the Humber Road estate, Hatfield Road
estate and around Hardy Walk. I was then able to resolve a report of a potential drug driver incident
on Hatfield Road and assisted in an emergency response incident in Windsor Close to provide back
up to a response unit from Braintree. I was joined by Acting Sergeant Mabey for the latter part of
the shift and we were instrumental in locating a high-risk missing person from the Chelmsford
District, after positioning ourselves on Maldon Road. The vehicle came past shortly after and we
followed until the Chelmsford officers could join and be in place to stop the vehicle and provide the
necessary support to the driver.

March 22nd
In a morning patrol Special Inspector Campbell carried out foot arriving in Witham by train and
headed to Cut Throat Lane which had been the scene of a recent investigation. Although the Police
tape and officers had been removed on the 20th we still wanted to maintain a presence in the area.
After this the Inspector headed down Chipping Hill and on to the River Walk to Armond Road and
then on to Lidl on Bridge Street. He then headed up in to the Town via Newland Street and was
visible in both the shopping areas before heading towards the Tesco store. During the patrol he
spoke to two riders of electric scooters, providing them with a warning about the illegal use of these
on footpaths and roads. He also answered some questions about historic anti-social behaviour on
the Hatfield Road estate before finishing his patrol by walking up Collingwood Road, over the railway
bridge and back down Chipping Hill on to the River Walk again and this time heading towards ASDA

from the Duck Pond. From ASDA he went via Maltings Academy and then back through town before
heading back to the train station to complete his patrols.

After joining PC Wilshire from the Witham Town Team at 1600, we carried out patrols in Witham
combining vehicle patrols with foot patrol. In the first instance we checked the Flora Road estate
with visibility on Rosebay Avenue, Calamint Road, Honeysuckle Way and Bramble Road. We then
headed down to the Humber Road estate where we after visiting several the roads we did not find
any concerns. To begin our foot patrol, we parked up in Pattison Close and continued on foot up
towards the Witham Town Park, during this walk we were alerted to an incident that had occurred
on the Whetmead Nature Reserve and we immediately made our way. On arriving on Blackwater
Lane, we were then involved in a foot chase and a deployment of multiple officers following a
person running off who initially appeared to match the description of a person connected with the
incident. Fortunately, we did catch up with this individual and were able to eliminate them
completely from our enquiries. We will be looking at future engagement which will focus on
stopping for police officers rather than running away where we can explain the impact this can have
on our ability to carry out our duties. After this incident we returned to our vehicle where we then
attended an address in the Forest Road area where a vehicle had been damaged and the catalytic

converter had been stolen. A vehicle involved in the theft was partially identified and circulated on
ANPR with enquiries still ongoing.

March 23rd
To continue the high visibility patrols due to the recent exposure incidents I provided a marked
vehicle to compliment officers who were already out on covert patrols. During the first part of my
shift I walked around the Whetmead Nature Reserve due to an incident the previous evening and
then I moved on to the River Walk adjacent to Pattison Close. After visiting the Hatfield Road estate,
I headed over to Cut Throat Lane and the Witham Train Station before collecting the team and
changing my role for the evening. I was crewed up with PC Smith, who is a Witham officer and we
carried out further patrols in Witham to deal with COVID related concerns. After speaking with one
young family we moved up to the Haygreen Road parking area where we located two cars & a
motorbike where we found three friends meeting up for a chat. After completing checks on them
and their vehicles we sent them on their way giving words of advice for the current guidelines. This
has been recorded for future action if they are seen breaking the guidelines again.

March 25th
I began my patrols in Honeysuckle Way and Bramble Road before heading over to Rosebay Avenue
and Calamint Road, I then moved down Spa Road and in to the Humber Road estate before then
driving across to Pattison Close. I spent time here providing high visibility with my marked vehicle in
this prominent location on the River Walk before heading up to Helen Court and then on to the
Freebournes Industrial area where I parked up for my foot patrol in the Whetmead Nature Reserve.
There were numerous people out and about, generally walking their dogs but in the Witham Town
Park there were small groups of girls who were given advice regarding the recent exposure
incidents. I returned to Pattison Close several times due to the amount of people on the River Walk
before making my way up to Allectus Way and then Haygreen Road. Shortly after I was asked to
assist with a vehicle related to an attempted burglary and I was able to locate the vehicle and direct
other units to the area. I returned towards Spa Road and Humber Road and located some young
teenagers in the field adjacent to the Rugby Club. Although they initially tried to run, I was able to
catch up and speak to them, confiscating tobacco from one. After sending them home, I attended
the train station following a concern for welfare, however, after some reassurance the person
continued their journey back to Braintree. I then stopped 2 riders on electric scooters in quick
succession with one on Powers Hall End and the other on Bramble Road. In this instance both riders
claimed that they were unaware of the law regarding their use and I provided them with suitable
guidance and recorded their details. If stopped again in the future these scooters will be seized.
Following this I also managed to stop a cyclist who was making his way home with no lights on his
bike, once again I was able to provide free lights courtesy of Essex Safer Roads and he went on his
way now clearly visible! In the final part of my shift I diverted to Kelvedon for a theft, gathering
suspect details and provided reassurance to the staff, while another unit apprehended the suspects
at the nearby train station.

March 27th
Essex Police had put in to place an operation to increase visible patrols in Witham, especially on the
River Walk, Maldon Road and Whetmead Nature Reserve, due to the recent exposure incidents to
provide reassurance and to provide access for the residents to Police Officers if they had any
questions or information to share. I carried out my foot patrol along the River Walk before entering
the Whetmead Nature Reserve before heading back to my vehicle. After some mobile patrols in the
marked vehicle I headed back over to the Spa Road area and then patrolled along the River Walk
from ASDA to the Duck Pond, Armond Road and then back along Highfields Road.

March 31st
I thought I would mark my birthday with a Witham CSC duty. First order of the shift was a male who
needed some advice and help near to Cullen Mill, following this I picked up a crew mate and we
headed for our visibility patrols along the River Walk. After driving into Pattison Close, we noticed a
large group of teenagers gathered on the far side of the river I headed round to Helen Court. As I
pulled up in the road nearby a couple of the teenagers rode off on their bikes, but we were left with
a motorbike which didn’t seem to have an owner! After some quick checks on our mobile devices
and a cross check with our control room I was pleased to be able to recover a stolen motorbike. This
had been stolen only 10 days previously from Chelmsford! This has been recovered for forensic
examination and our investigation will be ongoing. While we waited for the vehicle recovery, we had
a group of young boys approach us to tell us of another incident involving a person who had exposed
himself. We immediately organised multiple units to carry out an area search for this person but
unfortunately there was no further trace.

In the evening I was joined by Witham CSC Officer SC Mabey and we carried out patrols on the
Templars Estate following reports on social media and contact from the Templars Community
Association about criminal damage and large groups of youths gathering the previous night.
Although we patrolled the area, we did not see any activity. We then continued mobile patrols
moving on vehicles from Haygreen Road.

This concludes the monthly report for March 2021.

